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Abstract: In the past 25 years, area under forests has reduced 

by 1.3 million square km. Afforestation is the need of the hour. The 

recent Amazon Rainforest fire or the Australian Bushfires have 

alarmed the requirement to save nature and the habitat of most 

other species. Our local protests of saving Aarey colony against a 

cut down due to the metro project have demanded and put forth a 

requirement to provide a technical solution in a multiparty 

trustless environment to verify records of tree planting by the 

contractor. This is why a Blockchain-based solution is most suited. 

By this project, we aim to promote afforestation in the masses by 

providing incentives that shall be sponsored by industries causing 

pollution, which would be a win-win situation for all. Thus the 

eventual goal of this project would be to reduce carbon footprint 

and promote afforestation and transparency by using a publicly 

verifiable blockchain solution. 

 

Keywords— Blockchain , Tokens, Afforestation, Smart 

Contracts, Image Classification 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Current Scenario 

 

According to the World Wildlife Fund, forests account 

for more than thirty percent of the Earth's land surface. 

About 10 million square km of forest have been lost since 

the beginning of the twentieth century, has been estimated 

by the World Bank. To help decrease the need to clear 

forests, we need to develop new technologies and methods 

and also promote afforestation. The damage done can be 

restored by promoting afforestation, plantation drives and 

by allowing the natural ecosystem to regenerate over time.  

 

 

B. Promoting Afforestation 

 

  In order to promote afforestation among people 
incentives can be provided for planting trees. These 
incentives can be in the form of digital currency or wallets. 
The recent Amazon Rainforest fire or the Australian 
Bushfires have alarmed the requirement to save nature and 
the habitat of most other species.  

Our local protests of saving Aarey colony against a cut 
down due to the metro project have demanded and put forth 
a requirement to provide a technical solution in a multiparty 
trustless environment to verify records of tree re-plantation 
by the contractor. This is why a Blockchain-based solution 
is most suited. 

 

C. Blockchain Overview 
 

Monetary systems have been in existence since the 

beginning of human civilization. Humans have used a 

variety of techniques for the transfer of value, including 

barter systems, precious metals, salt, and finally using the 
currency. Satoshi Nakamoto in his paper “Bitcoin: A Peer-

to-Peer Electronic Cash System”, first created bitcoin as a 

decentralized cryptocurrency without the interference of 

governments or banks. The technology underlying this was 

Blockchain [1]. 

The most important requirement in this multiparty trustless 

ecosystem is transparency and immutable records. A 

blockchain provides both of these features and is publicly 

verifiable which is why it is a suitable choice in such a use 

case. 

By this project, we aim to promote afforestation in the 

masses by providing incentives that shall be sponsored by 
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industries causing pollution, which would be a win-win 

situation for all. Thus the eventual goal of this project would 

be to reduce carbon footprint and promote afforestation and 

transparency by using a publicly verifiable blockchain 

solution. 

 
D. Token Exchange Overview 

The tokens are basic entities that can be traded on our 

proposed platform. The blockchain has blocks which are a 

set of transactions. Each transaction has common data fields 

related to the creation, owning, trading of the token. The 

platform has an administrator account, which has the same 

address on which the smart contract has been deployed. The 

administrator is the proof of authority in this permissioned 

blockchain with controlled participants and smart contracts.  

Each token has a unique identifier and can be owned by 

only one owner at a given instant of time. The platform 

makes nonconfidential transaction data available on an 

interface to an interested user for verification. 

 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

PROBLEMS OF THE CURRENT SYSTEM 

 

A. Lack of standardization in the measurement, 

pricing and tracking of CO2 equivalent 

emissions  
 

In the current system, due to involvement of multiple 

parties, multiple Governments, and departments, there is an 

absence of a common standard to measure emissions by 

companies. We see the concentration of companies where 

there are no or easier rules to deal with pollution, and the 

authorities do this to promote the economy, but this comes 

at the cost of the environment, and thus now we see most 

countries vowing to reduce their CO2 emissions by a strict 

deadline  

 

B. Lack of transparency 

 The current system does not maintain a publicly 
verifiable immutable database, so there is no trust in the 
system, and the lack of standardization adds to the claims 
made by the tribunals. Various organizations and societies 
value the socio-economic value differently. In many 
projects, replantation is promised to preserve the value of 
destroyed plantation, but there is no public interface to 
verify the same. 

C. Lack of Rewards 

 There is no monetary or reward in terms of value for 
plantation in the current system because there is limited or 
no funding to afforestation. In the proposed method, we 
bring the industry and plantation societies on a common 
platform where they can exchange tokens that are generated 
by the administrator. The tokens have data such as the green 
value associated which is a measure of CO2. The industries 
pay to buy such tokens which can be accounted for the 

amount of pollution they create, and the plantation societies 
get dividends for the amount of green value they add to the 
ecosystem. 

D. Scams , corruption, cheating and fraud 

 Unless there is a standardized system to measure and 
track emissions, and presence of a publicly verifiable 
interface, the system is prone to scams, cheating and fraud at 
the industry end and corruption at the authority end. 

 

III. RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

A BLOCKCHAIN BASED SOLUTION 

 

A. Introduction 
 

After going through the problem statement, blockchain 

can be clearly seen as a fitting technology in the exchange 

of tokens. Blockchain provides an immutable chain of 

records which imparts trust in a multiparty trustless 

environment by choosing the longest current chain as the 

truth. The smart contracts ensure the tokens have a single 

owner and are only tradeable by the rightful owner. 

Blockchain also imparts transparency as the non 

confidential data of the transaction are publicly verifiable. 

 

 

B. Actors in the system 
 

− Android End-User : User enters the wallet address 

in the app, and then captures an image of a plant. 

The wallet balance is also shown to the user. Also 

manages the pending request for the approval of 

the token purchase. 

 

− Token POA(Proof Of Authority): Only the token 

POA is allowed to generate the tokens. The tokens 

are then added to the list of available tokens which 

the consuming company can buy. Once the token 

purchase is approved, the token transaction is 

added to the blockchain. 

 

− Token Consuming Company: The company 

requests to buy the tokens, for which the Token 

POA provides them with the list of available 

tokens. The company then decides which 

token/tokens they need to buy, following which 

they place the buy request. Once the request is 

approved by the token owner, the transaction is 

added to the blockchain. 

 

 

C. Workflow 
 

The Token POA decides a pollution limit permit for a 

company after conducting an audit of the process, standards, 

and amount of emissions generated in a given duration. 

Then the tokens are sold to such audited companies, the sold 
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tokens are strictly lesser than the limit set. The money 

charged for buying such tokens can then be paid as 

dividends to incentivize afforestation and to promote 

research for better environment-friendly methods and 

practices for such industries. 

 

A Token Consuming Company initially submits a request to 

buy tokens from the end-users, the Token POA verifies the 

claims and then accordingly issues a token to the company 

and a transaction is recorded on the blockchain. Each token 

has the amount of CO2 equivalents and a time to live 

attached to it. If the company exceeds the emission limits of 

the token, or if the time to live is exceeded, the token is 

retired. The time to live ensures that the buyers don’t create 

an imbalance between the demand and supply of tokens, by 

buying greedily when the prices of tokens may be low, as 

they are implied to use the tokens within the specified 

duration. The retiring of the token by exchanging the 

ownership to a dead account. 

 

 As the UN and other bodies and countries pledge to reduce 

emissions, the limit set by the auditing agency should 

continue to reduce, and thus the number of tokens generated 

should also go down proportionately, which implies the 

price per unit would increase, according to the law of 

demand and supply. This will make the companies to rather 

switch to or search for better techniques that help in 

emission reductions. 

 

This proposed system will bring transparency and prevent 

fraud as any auditor can view the entire history of a token 

and check for its validity by comparing the digital signature 

of the certificate associated with the token, with the 

signature of the POA associated, thus preventing the sale of 

fake tokens. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Detailed Workflow representation using Blockchain 
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IV. FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

 
 

ADVANTAGES OF THE BLOCKCHAIN 

SOLUTION 

 
 

A. Provides a transparent and auditable system, 

thus improving trust 
 

The main flaw of the current system is the absence of 

trust as the tokens are doubted for their authenticity as they 

cannot be traced back easily to the generator or the token 

being bogus entirely. As the blockchain is an immutable set 

of blocks of transactions, each token on the blockchain will 

have an associated certificate, that can be traced back to the 

generator, thus the validity and authenticity of any token can 

be verified instantly, which will encourage companies to 

participate and in turn improve their reputation and advertise 

their initiatives. 

 
B. Unifies the marketplace, and describes a 

standardized formula for emission calculation. 
 

Due to the token exchange platform, all the trade can be 

bought on a single network, due to which there will be a 

standard protocol and uniformity in the entire marketplace. 

This will also reduce the number of third parties involved, 

and thus their related costs too will be eliminated. Due to a 

unified market, the marketplace can decide on a standard 

formula to calculate emissions unlike the current scenario 

where each party determines the socio-economic cost non 

uniformly leading to a questionable true value. 

 

C. Prevents frauds and hoarding 
 

As the token can be publicly verified on the blockchain, 

the validity and authenticity of a token can be easily be 

checked by the digital signature on the certificate attached to 

the token, with the signature of the issuing POA. The 

generator can also be traced back by moving upwards in the 

blockchain. This prevents any frauds of double spending or 

bogus tokens. Each token is associated with a time to live, 

which will ensure that the token is retired once the 

emissions are greater than the limit or once the duration is 

over, so a company will consider buying if it is sure of 

consuming it in the allotted time, which will prevent 

hoarding when the token price may be low. 

 
D. Promotes afforestation 

  
As the dividends of the tokens bought will be given to the 

end-user, they will be motivated to earn more incentive by 

promoting afforestation. This can in turn result in a huge 

scaling at the user end, which may bring down token pricing 

too, thus motivating more companies to be a part of this 

platform. The company will have a better reputation in the 

market, and also their initiatives will also be advertised. The 

industries will be motivated to research better practices to 

reduce emissions. And the POA will be awarded transaction 

fees for verified blocks. Thus, this solution is a self-satisfied 

economy that will benefit the environment and all the 3 

actors. 

 

 

V. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
 

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

 
 

A. Android App for End User 
 

An Android app has been developed, for the end-user so 

that the mobile camera can be  used to click and upload 

pictures as proof. As soon as the app is launched, the app 

redirects to getwalletaddress activity which asks the user to 

input his associated wallet address. When the camera icon is 

clicked, a pop-up to open the camera appears. The user then 

clicks a picture and then the image is processed using the 

flower dataset and is classified to a target label if the 

classification confidence is above the threshold. The 

predicted value is displayed to the user along with his wallet 

balance. 

 

B. Google Cloud Firestore 
 

Cloud Cloud Firestore is a cloud-native NoSQL 

document database. It is fast, fully managed and serverless. 

It makes storing, syncing, and querying data for our mobile, 

web, and IoT apps at global scale very easy and efficient. A 

local database like phpmyadmin could be a solution. But our 

application consisted of Android apps on mobile and dapps 

on localhost devices. Thus we needed a web or cloud hosted 

database. Since the transactions need to be consistent, the 

real time syncing from all the apps. 

A project by the name ethfyp was created and then the 

Android apps were linked to it by including the 

dependencies and using the google-services.json file in the 

Android app directory. We created a collection by “WB” 

key. Within the collection, we can see 10 documents 

identified by their wallet address as their key. Within each 

document, there is a key value pair which is the 

characteristic of a NoSQL database. We created keys named 

“bal” whose value is the account balance of the associated 

wallet address from Ganache. 

 

 

C. Ganache 
 

 

Ganache UI is a desktop application. It supports both 

Ethereum and Corda technology. Ganache is a personal 

blockchain for rapid distributed application development. 

We can use Ganache across the entire development cycle. 

It enables us to develop, deploy, and test our distributed 

Apps in a safe and deterministic environment. On one port, 

Ganache provides a personal blockchain with 10 accounts 

on it. 
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D. Smart Contract 
 

 

Contracts are the building blocks of Ethereum’s dApps. 

All variables and functions are part of a contract and this is 

the starting point of all the projects. 

Solidity is a high-level language that is contract oriented. 

It  is a tool that is used to generate a machine-level code to 

execute on a Ethereum Virtual Machine. It’s compiler takes 

the breaks down the high level code into simpler 

instructions. 

Remix is a Solidity IDE. It’s used to write, compile and 

debug Solidity code. The Solidity code is compiled using 

the byzantium Ethereum Virtual Machine. The Contract 

Application Binary Interface (ABI) is a standard way to 

interact with contracts from outside the blockchain and for 

contract-to-contract interaction in the Ethereum ecosystem. 

 

 

E. Metamask 
 

 

MetaMask is a browser extension. MetaMask can 

manage our Ethereum wallet. The wallet contains our 

Ethers, and allows us to send and receive Ethers through a 

distributed App. 

It lets us run distributed Apps without being part of the 

Ethereum network, as an Ethereum Node. It lets us connect 

to an Ethereum Node called INFURA. We can run smart 

contracts on Infura.  

We need to first install the metamask extension and then 

create a metamask account. Once created, we need to load 

the custom RPC network that runs on Ganache’s server. 

Once we are on the custom RPC network, we can load the 

Ganache accounts by pasting their private key using the 

import account option on metamask 

 

 

F. Python Webapp 
 

 

A webapp was deployed on the localhost. A user can 

firstly register by entering his details and his wallet address. 

The user whose wallet address matches the address on 

which the smart contract is deployed is considered as the 

POA. 

    The POA generates tokens by entering key details like 

title of the project, amount of emission reductions as 

audited, the time to live, POA reference number and the 

address of the owner of the token. 

When company requests to buy tokens, a list of available 

tokens with their details is displayed. When a token is 

requested to buy, it appears in the pending request section of 

the token owner, from where he can approve or deny the 

request. 

An interested user can also login to the platform, and 

verify a particular or all the token transactions on the 

blockchain. 

 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 

 

In this paper, we have presented an environment token 

system using blockchain technology. It is evident that 

issuing and trading such tokens has a lot of benefits to the 

end user and the environment. The blockchain solution will 

impart transparency and trust in the system, prevent frauds, 

reward afforestation and bring standardization by unifying 

the marketplace.  

As a POC, an Android app has been designed for the end 

user, where we classify a captured image into a target 

category of plant and also give an estimated associated 

value with the plant which is then sent to POA.[12][16] A 

Python webapp has been designed for the blockchain and 

the exchange platform where we use a local ethereum 

blockchain provided by Ganache.[9][14] A Smart Contract 

written in Solidity is deployed on POA wallet address on the 

Remix platform which is deployed on the custom RPC 

network managed by Metamask.[10][15] A local website 

enables users to create accounts and tokens, place requests 

to buy tokens and approve such requests and view the 

transaction history. The wallet balances are synced using a 

Google Cloud Firestore database.[13]   

Scalability and speed of transactions are key concerns in 

any blockchain application. Currently the application is 

limited to industries, but can be scaled out to individuals for 

extending the tokens as an exchange for carbon taxes which 

may be implied on individual activities similar to a toll tax. 

  The current system also doesn't differentiate the 

industries on the basis of critical impact. An industry in an 

environmentally sensitive zone or a densely populated zone 

is likely to do more harm than another industry in a more 

suitable region, though both may account the same amount 

of emissions. A method to differentiate and thus make it 

logical for companies to move out of densely populated or 

environmentally sensitive zones, can be applied as an 

addition to the current token exchange platform. 
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